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Motivation for Instantons in F-theory

• can generate superpotential corrections

• a priori, essentially same motivations as ED3 in type IIb

• essential questions I’d like to address:

W ⇠ Ae�T

non-perturbative generation of forbidden couplings

moduli stabilization                        

[Cvetičč, Blumenhagen, Weigand], [Ibañez, Uranga], [Florea, McGreevy, Kachru, Saulina]

[Kachru, Kallosh, Linde, Trivedi], [Balasubramanian, Berglund, Conlon, Quevedo] 

prefactor depends on CS structure and D3 brane moduli

in known examples,  prefactor A has miraculous structure of moduli dependence.
         why is this, and what physics governs it?

explicit computations are via heterotic duality.
         how does one understand / compute the Pfaffian in F-theory?

prefactor A could be important for moduli stabilization: when non-trivial vanishes at codimension one
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Previous Work on M5-instantons

Early Work:

[Witten], [Donagi,Grassi,Witten], [Katz,Vafa], [Ganor], [Diaconescu,Gukov]

Recent Work:

[Blumenhagen, Collinucci, Jurke], [Cvetičč, J.H., García-Etxebarria], [Donagi, Wijnholt], 
[Cvetičč, García-Etxebarria, Halverson], [Grimm, Kerstan, Palti, Weigand], [Marsano, 
Saulina, Schäfer-Nameki], [Cvetičč, García-Etxebarria, Halverson], [Bianchi ,Collinucci, 
Martucci], [Kerstan, Weigand]
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Outline

• Review of instantons and duality

• F-theory lessons from heterotic duality

• Examples: prefactor has beautiful substructure relevant for physics

• Instantons and points of E8 enhancement

• Conjecture for F-theory prefactor computations without a heterotic dual
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IIb Lightning Review, for Context

• structure of superpotential correction depends heavily on the structure of 
fermionic zero modes.

• If “charged” 3-7 modes are present and couplings in the instanton action are 
suitable, the prefactor can include chiral matter charged under         . 

• if charged modes are absence, have a moduli dependent prefactor w/o matter

G4d

see Weigand’s talk for similar ideas in F-theory.

key idea: move in “gauge” moduli space, can have zeroes in the prefactor 
         associated with jumps in # zero modes.

prefactor and zeroes clearly relevant for the structure of scalar potentials.

“gauge” moduli: D7-brane in IIb, bundle in heterotic, CS in F-theory

W ⇠ Ae�T
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Instanton Duality, Briefly
V ⇠= (C,L) , CY 4, G4

curve ⌘ ⇢ B2 , P1 ,! B3 ! B2

fermionic left-movers 

h0(⌃, V |⌃ ⌦O(�1))

⇠= h0(c,L⌦K
1
2
c )

fermionic 3-7 
“lambda” modes

M5 effective action and theta 
divisors on the intermediate Jacobian

heterotic: prefactor vanishes when cohomology becomes non-trivial.
               compute explicitly by studying maps in LES in cohomology.
but this is the ED3/M5 prefactor via duality.

⌃ = inst ·B3 SGUT
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Prefactor structure and heterotic comments

[Cvetičč, Halverson, García-Etxebarria]

what might these prefactors look like?

Pfaff ⇠
Y

i

fki
i for fi polynomials in moduli

lessons from heterotic duality
* prefactors only on those moduli determining 3-7 intersections.

as 7-branes move inside instanton, prefactor changes and can zero out)

* since depend on (local) subset of full moduli data
             the same correction could arise in many compactifications 

typical prefactor structure

* what governs the structure of the individual polynomials?
* what is their physical content?                                                             k’s typically > 1
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Example One:
heterotic compactification:                                  [Buchbinder, Donagi, Ovrut]
some structure statements:                                                                [Curio]
F-theory statements:   
[Cvetičč, García-Etxebarria, Halverson]  [Cvetičč, Donagi, Halverson, Marsano]

Spectral curve equation:

Pfaffian prefactor of W correction:

F-Theory Importance:           
                  bundle                   is heterotic equivalent of chirality-inducing G-flux.
                  see importance of “special bundles” and  factorization.

⇤ ⌘ O(�)|c

hi(c,LPfa↵) = (2, 2)

c = 3s+ 2F � = 0 LPfa↵ = OE(6s� 3F )|ccompactification data:

why this factorization? f⇤ = 0 , h0(c,⇤ ⌘ OE(3s� 3F )|c) 6= 0

understanding via decomposition LPfa↵ = OE(F )|c ⌦ ⇤⌦2

G4d = E6 � ⌘ c1 ·B2 ⌃ r ⌘ ⌘ ·B2 ⌃
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Example Two: heterotic compactification:                         [Buchbinder, Donagi, Ovrut]
Some structure statements:                                                       [Curio]
F-theory statements:                   [Cvetičč, Donagi, Halverson, Marsano]

c = 3s+ 5F, � = 1, LPfa↵ = OE(6s� F )|c

fE8 = det(M) = Res(a2, a3)

F-Theory Conclusion:           

                  superpotential vanishes if and only if there is pt of E8 in instanton WV

fE8 = 0 , h0(OE(3s� F )|c) 6= 0

spectral curve equation:

compactification data:

Pfaffian prefactor of W correction:

G4d = E6 � ⌘ c1 ·B2 ⌃ r ⌘ ⌘ ·B2 ⌃
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Graphics and Comments on E8 pts

tune moduli )

in SU(5) GUTs points of E8 can give natural flavor structure, minimal GMSB, PMNS.
[Heckman, Tavanfar, Vafa]

naturalness problem: why would one be at such a high codimension locus in CS mod?           
                (should also ask this of SU(5) in general . . .)

is the connection between points of E8 and superpotential zeroes just a fluke, or
     is it more general? does it appear in SU(5) cases?
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• special geometry:  with #E8pts = a,                                    has a section

• decompose:

• when will    points of E8 cause a superpotential zero for E6 and SU(5) GUTs?

• conditions reproduce known E8 results in the discuss examples.

• one last fact:        Pfaff always vanishes when #E8 points is maximal.

Points of E8 and Superpotential Zeroes
[Cvetičč, Donagi, Halverson, Marsano]

l

� ⌘ c1 ·B2 ⌃ r ⌘ ⌘ ·B2 ⌃
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Pfaffian computations in F-theory (no Het)
[Cvetičč, Donagi, Halverson, Marsano]

conjecture:     

is a spectral curve covering cF ⌃ ⌘ Inst \ SGUT

h0(cF ,LPfa↵) 6= 0 ) Pfa↵M5 = 0

* there is a nice ambient space for the compact F-theory spectral cover.
 
* mathematical calculations essentially identical to heterotic case, even w/o dual.
        it is straightforward to compute.
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Non-trivial Sanity Check via Duality

non-trivial sanity checks via duality:     
heterotic:     isomorphism via cylinder map when a dual exists.

IIb:              gauge dependent data localized at inst-7brane intersection.

                   natural interpretation as 3-7 modes.    

M-theory:    when a heterotic dual exists, 
                             are deeply related.

                             is there such a relation without a dual? would close the book.

Jac(cF ) IJac(M5)
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Conclusions

Moduli dependent instanton prefactors have rich structure important for physics.
         * typically factorizes into non-trivial powers of beautiful polynomials.
         * each polynomial typically has some deeper understanding.

Decomposition can show prefactor dependence on other line bundles. e.g. 

Point of E8 enhancement can cause superpotential zeroes.
         * even in SU(5) GUTs, though with non-zero codimension in the Pfaffian locus.
         * gave explicit conditions for when this occurs.

Conjecture: the Pfaffian is computed in F-theory via line bundle cohomology on 
         the spectral curve over the instanton-7brane intersection.

         makes sense in via IIb, heterotic, and some (possibly all) M-theory

LE8,a
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